
INTO NEKROPOLIS

From the bowels of the Earth emerging

Shrouded in mist creatures are coming

Feasting in silence veiled in darkness

Feel the presence and sense of peril

Look around nowhere left to hide

Cannibal slime beneath the ruins

Remains of flesh method unforgiving

City of graves for the living!

Arising nest abomination,

Infestation and the horror

Deviate extermination

All hail the new flesh!

Mutating from the shadows

New nightmare reveals

Mindless hate rekindled

All Hail the new flesh!

What remains to be seen

Hellbent to crush

All that you dread

The city of the dead!

Hunger for flesh the stench of death

Accept thy fate your destiny awaits!

Feasting in silence veiled in darkness



Feel the presence and sense of peril

Cower in the shade more evil awaits!

Run to the hills awaiting you still!

Remains of flesh method unforgiving

City of graves for the breathing!

Arising nest abomination

Infestation and the horror

Deviate extermination

All hail the new flesh!

Mutating from the shadows

New nightmare reveals

Mindless hate rekindled

All Hail the new flesh!

What remains to be seen

Hellbent to crush

All that you dread

The city of the dead!

Incinerate the flesh

Penetrate the mind

Obliterate the soul

To regain control!

You are the sacrifice for the living god!

You are the offering to please the rotten one

For the wretched city and its abandoned fools

And the abominations and mutated souls!



RADIOAKTIVE SCOURGE

Homicidal, suicidal, manic fucking scourge

Blistering, suffocating, vat of acid scum

Agonizing, burning eyes, grinding to the bone

Torturing, terminating, leaders overthrown

RADIOACTIVE WARFARE NOW!

Effervescent, dominating, screaming for their deaths

Destroyers are approaching, at ready to roll your head

Acidifying, liquifying, weapons calibrate

Domineering, assimilating, kingdom desecrate

Feel the pain

Feel the burn

Radioactive

Death to all!

Murderous, animal, manic fucking scourge

Blistering, suffocating, vat of acid scum

Venomous, burning eyes, grinding to the bone

Torturing, terminating, leaders overthrown

Massacre, butchering, screaming for their deaths

Putrifying, petrified, buried below the neck

Acidifying, liquifying, weapons calibrate

Domineering, assimilating, kingdom desecrate



THE GODDAMNED

People were shaken by the screaming of the god

This demon approaches and there is nothing you can do

Unyielding creature marked by the cursed wretched fool

I make my stand and await the battle for the rule

The sin that was committed, the spilling of the blood

My brother's broken face, stand above the crimson flood

No shame in my actions, stand proud, and need not fear

The only thing to dread is the wrath I unleash

To sin is to live

To live is to sin

To sin is to live

To live is to sin!

Bash his face in

The ultimate sin

The price of envy

I, unholy!

Barren putrid wasteland, exiled for the rest of time

The urge for brutal violence, not God who made this man

Cursed generations, the seed of despair

Unforgotten sin, and penance should I bear?

To walk for eternity, no chance for redemption

Turn my back away, no need for salvation

The more that I live, the more that I kill

The choice was never yours, I submit to my will!



FATAL STRIKE

Brutal assault, it's coming

Dissection, execution, exalting

Bash the head, ooze its flowing

Absolution, revolution, revolting

All as one, ambush razing

Gas chambers, eyes are bleeding

Drop the axe, cries you're hearing

These acts of war, fires are burning

Blood is shed, harrowed screams

Death will come by any means

Ripping skin and honour killings

To violently die, with no meaning

Violence, precision echoing

Contrition, mind is racing

Death finger is on the trigger

Screaming now their last goodbye

Fatal strike no turning back

Spill the blood, counterattack

Fatal strike this pound of flesh

Eye for eye, this is death!

Fatal strike, its coming

Satan's reign, the reckoning

Hail the snake, the king

It’s time to die, fatal strike



LIBERTAD Y MUERTE

Strike first, twist the blade

Cross-hair locked, seditious reign

Time was given, to walk away

Now facing, judgement day

They are, committed to believe

Freedom is justice from tyranny

False kings sons sent to die

Truth is freedom is a lie!

With their clenched iron fist

Just a number, you cease to exist

Grip is brittle, fear and lies

Flesh burns through the night

Stench engulfs, the air I breathe

I never thought, I’d be deceived

And yet I kill for this

I will kill for this!

Sacrifice! Pay the price! Believe the lie! Do not defy!

Armory, all is free, take the gun, and have some fun, take the bullets, kill the planet and everyone living 
in it

Killing spree, on their knees, have your way, don’t get away, try to listen, to what they say, Libertad y 
Muerte!

Last chance, twisted fate

Cannon fodder, left behind

Gave them time to walk away



Now you face judgement day.

Sacrificed in the name of greed

Gouged the eyes for my beliefs

False king, sons sent to die

Truth is freedom is a lie!

No chance, twisted fate

Cannon fodder, left behind

Time was given, to walk away

And now facing, judgement day.

They are, committed to believe

Freedom is, justice from tyranny

False kings, sons sent to die

Truth is, freedom is a lie!

INFERNAL ONSLAUGHT

Fire

Discord

For Man

For God!

Forward

Stand tall

No retreat

No surrender!

With mounting illusions, amassing hypnosis

Of visions of pleasure enshrouding the conscience



Invading and warping the fabric of reality

A vortex of false truths, implanted to follow!

Subdued

Hostile

For War

For God!

Massacre

Frailty

Absolution

Rehearsed!

The infernal great divide!

Die! Die! Die! Die!

Lies from the faith divine!

Onslaught to the bitter cold!

Liberty is for the bold!

All of this is to fight for the ones

That feeds us and needs us to point you the gun

Residual nightmares day after day

Only to wake up and murder again

This is the life not chosen by you

To swallow the lies, and say that it’s true

Perversion of freedom, to make you believe

That killing and raping is an act of reprieve

Onward



Destroy

One Nation

Under God!

Onward

Destroy

For Liberty

For none!

Repent

Rejoice

For Man

For God!

Repent

Rejoice

For Man

For War!

HAIL THE HELLFIRE

Ashen skies above the Earth

A bullet’s all you’re worth

Weapons of death arise

In blood you are baptized!

Ground shakes, masses were bound

No remains to be found

Pain is all you can see

Cities disappear!

Watch them crash, then implode



Nowhere to run, die alone

Children cry, as fathers hide

Nowhere to run, in the fire you…

Three! Two! One! Die

Doomsday clock lies

Bombs on kill mode

Time to explode!

Bonjour la mort, here we stand

Death is all we know

Nowhere to turn, accept our fate

Time to retaliate!

Armed forces, say your prayer

No time to feel despair

Pain is all you can see

Nations disappear!

Mortar shells, death surrounds

Fire bomb, death abounds

Charred remains all I see

The price paid to be free

Watch them crash, then implode

Nowhere to run die alone

Children cry as fathers hide

Nowhere to run, in the fire you...

Hail the hellfire!



KARNAGE INCARNATE

In the face, of adversity

This fury takes a hold of me

Rage is fuel, needed for war

The drive to soldier on, to make it far

Bruised and battered, all you can bear

You can smell the blood in the air

Slaves for battle, I against thee

Carnage incarnate, sets you free

No hope in your plight

I am made to win the fight

Cyber warfare, immortal wall

Lost souls, all soldiers fall

Ambush them in the dead of the night

Show no mercy, walk into the light

One shot it takes to kill

The burning touch, you will feel!

From the ashes he is born

He dons, the crown of thorns!

This beast, from the sea

Wraith of death, you will see!

As the war rages on and on

The city loses, its final son

Nowhere to hide, from the fear

Cries of pain, is all you can hear



To decimate, to pillage and raze

The ambush is no match for the rage

Slaves for battle, I against thee

Carnage incarnate, sets you free

No hope in your plight

I am made to win the fight

Cyber warfare, immortal wall

Lost souls, all soldiers fall

Ambush them in the dead of the night

Show no mercy, walk into the light

One shot it takes to kill

The burning touch, you will feel!

Future war, with laser guns

Put them in sight, and be no more

Mechanical rage, the souls you wage

A foolish courage, to lie in the cage

In the face of adversity

This fury takes a hold of me

Rage is fuel, needed for war

The drive to soldier on, to make it far

A million to one, a fight not fair

You can stand and fight, if you dare

Slaves for battle, I against thee

Carnage incarnate, sets you free



No hope in your plight

I am made to win the fight

Cyber warfare, immortal wall

Lost souls, all soldiers fall

Ambush them in the dead of the night

Show no mercy, walk into the light

One shot it takes to kill

The burning touch, you will feel!

From the ashes he is born

He dons, the crown of thorns!

This beast, from the sea

You will see!


